
Sliding panel assembly manual.



Congratulations on getting a So�a Crib!
This manual will guide you through installing the sliding door panel. It’s simple!

You can assemble the rest of the crib before or after attaching slides to the front. Just make sure you 
leave the black spring platform for last so you have easier access to the bottom bolts.

Make sure to identify which side goes up and down, and left and right. The child lock comes 
pre-installed, so that gives you a good idea of which way is up.

child lock

leave this for last!

This way UP!



Identify the top and bottom slides.
The top slide will have a bracket safety protection

It is best to do this on the ground.
Identify the blue stickers to attach the guides.
Remove the protection guard to get access to the bracket.

safety measures!
top slide

bottom slide

take it off!

short bolts NO washers!

Use the short bolts. No need for washers. The threads have threadlock in them to secure.  



Prop the sliding panel on 2 long bolts. This will help with getting it at the right height.

Attach the bolts to the top side and put the bracket guard back on.

prop it up!



Identify the opposing panel with the child lock. This one has the stickers on the bottom.

Align the bracket with the holes and secure the bolts.

child lock

This way UP!



install it now!

NO wire!

You can put the spring platform in now.
If the door is to remain unlocked, it is recommended to keep the platform at the lowest possible 
setting, which is the third from the top.
If the child is very little, you may consider removing the legs from the crib to keep it lower on the 
ground.

We recommend using a mattress without a steel border wire, which may dig into the parent’s gut.
Enjoy! If you have any questions or issues, feel free to contact us at 

support@so�acrib.com or (609) 516-9588.


